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1. Introduction

We shall deal with the probability generating functions of the 'first
recurrence times' and the 'first passage times' for renewal processes with
discrete (time) parameters, which were treated by W. Feller [3], [4] and M.
S. Bartlett [1], [_2~}. Bartlett obtained not only some results for the 'first
recurrence time' probability generating functions due to Feller from a
different point of view, but also the probability generating functions of the
'first recurrence times' and the 'first passage times' when some conditions
are imposed on the paths of the processes. Though Bartlett's approch seems
to be ingenious at a glance, it is too complicated to apply the method to more
involved cases where several conditions are imposed on the paths of the
processes.

We shall generalize Feller's approch, and systematically derive the 'first
recurrence time' as well as the 'first passage time' probability generating
functions when several conditions are imposed on the paths of the processes.
The results obtained will cover the most complicated results due to Bartlett
as their special cases, and one of them agrees with a formula due to J. H. B.
Kemperman \ΊΓ\.

2. Notations

We shall deal with a process with possible states α, 6, c, •• , or 1, 2, . . ,
which has the following two properties:

(i) The process is temporally homogeneous

(ii) Any one of the states (or the sets of states) considered has the

renewal property.

For convenience, we denote various kinds of events, their probabilities
and their probability generating functions treated in this paper as follows:

πab (77z + 7z 177z): The event of the process being in state b at time m + n
s

(n I> 1), given that the process is in state a at time m and no intermediate
passage to any one of the states in the set S occurs.
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λab(m + n\m)\ The event of the process being in state b for the first time
s

at time m + n (n 2> 1), given that the process is in state a at time m and no
intermediate passage to any one of the states in the set S occurs.

It should be added that those events concern with the passage from state
a to state b when state b does not coincide with state a, and with the recur-
rence of state a when state b coincides with state a.

The probabilities of those events are denoted by enclosing them in the
parenthesis { }. The assumption (i) shows that

{πab(m + n\m)} = {πab(n\0)} = {κab(n)}
s s s

{λab(jn + n\m)} = {λab(τι\O)} = {λab(n)}
s s s

The generating functions for those probabilities are denoted as

« = 1 1,2.-..,/

where z is a fixed real or complex parameter.

3. Probability generating functions of first passage and first
recurrence

Let state a be the initial state, and state b be the terminal state, and S
be a set of specified states. Assume that state b is not included in the set S.
Consider an event πab(n\0), then we can decompose the event into n mutu-

ally exclusive events as

(1) πab (n 10) = \J iλab (i 10) A πbb (n \ ί)J W λab (n \ 0)
5 i=l S S S

From the assumptions (i) and (ii), we have

(2) {πab (*)} = Σ Uab (01 {πbb & - 0} + {λab (/>)}
5 ί = l 5 5 5

Multiplying both sides by zn and summing over n, we have
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Πf (z) = Λf (z) Πb

s

b (z) + Λf (z) (b ί S)

Thus, we have the probability generating function of the first passage times
from state a to state b without intermediate passage to any one of the states
inS:

As stated above, if state a coincides with state b, we have the 'first recurrence
time' probability generating function without intermediate passage to S:

(4)

Using (3) and (4), we have

(5) n%biz)=l.-i»lz) (0$S)

and

Λb

s"{.z)
(6)

1-Λγ{z)

Now, we shall proceed to derive the recurrence formulas for the number
of conditioned states in 5. Consider an event λab(jι\ (b$S,c$S, bφc). It may

s
be divided into n mutually exclusive events as

(7) ^(τι|O) Ό c & Ί ) ( | O I |
5 i=l SUb S SUc

We have, therefore,

(8) [λab (71)} = Σ { λ°< (0 } { λCb (ll ~ i) } + {λ*b (*)}

5 ί = l SUi 5 SUc

Taking the probability generating functions on both sides, we have

(9) Λf (z) = Λ%cub {z)Λ%b (z) + Λ%b

υc (z) (b $ S, c $ S, bφc)

As we can replace the terminal state b with state c, we have

(10) Λf (z) = Λ%h

uc (z)Λb

s< (z) + Λs

c

ub (z) (b $ S, c $ S, bφc)
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From (9) and (10), we have a recurrence formula

(11)

(11')

We have, similarly,

(12)

Aji(z)-A's'(z)A's
i(z)

Af(z)

Λ%b{z)

Λf(z) + AγUa(z)

, bφc)

, aφb)

Using (9) and (12), we have a recurrence formula corresponding to the
reverse direction of (11):

(13)

, aφbφcφa)(13')

The formula (11) or (1Γ) is the recurrence formula expressing a more
conditioned probability generating function by less conditioned ones. On the
other hand, the formula (13) or (13r) is that expressing less conditioned one
by more conditioned ones.

Next, we shall apply the recurrence formula (11') to some concrete cases.
Let the initial state be state 0, the terminal state be state 1, and those states
to which no intermediate passage occurs, be 2, 3, ..., and k. From (110, we
have

(14)

Using the formula (11) repeatedly, we have, after some calculation,
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(15) Λ°2h »(*) = •

Λ°\z) Λ
02
(z) Λ°Xz)..-Λ

ok
(z)

Λ
2
\z) 1 Λ

2
\z)---Λ

2
\z)

Λ
3
\z) Λ

3
\z) 1 ...Λ

3
*(z)

Λ
k
\z) Λ

k
\z) Λ

k
\z)-.. 1

1 Λ
12
(z) Λ

ι
\z)-.-Λ

u
(z)

Λ
2
\z) 1 Λ

2
\z)...A

2
\z)

Λ
n
(z) Λ

z
\z) 1 •••Λ

3k
(z)

Λ
k
\z) Λ"\z) Λ

k
\z)...

Substituting (3) into (15), w e have

, , , ,

' M = l. 2,..., t

The formula (15) is that expressing the 'conditional first passage time'
probability generating function by the 'unconditional first passage time'
probability generating functions. The formula (16) is that expressed by the
'unconditional passage time' and 'unconditional recurrence time' probability
generating funnctions.

The formula (15) is the same one obtained by Kemperman \JΓ\ through
an alternative method.

Starting from (13'), we have

(17)
- 1

When the number of possible states is finite, say k +1, we have

(18) Λ01(z)=-

Λ%2(z) Λ%\z)...Λl\z)
- 1 Λl\z)---Λl\z)

Λ%\z) Λ%\z) - 1 .

Λi\z) Λ%\z) Λ%\z)... -

- 1 A%\z)
Λ%\z) - 1 Λl
Λ%\z) Λ%\z) -

z) Λ%\z)
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where Aij(z) denotes the probability generating function of the first passage
times from state ί to state j conditional on no intermediate passage to any
other states.

We shall deal with some special cases. If the terminal state 1 coincides
with the initial state 0 in the formulas (14), (15) and (16), we have the
formulas for the 'first recurrence time' probability generating functions. If
any one of the conditioned states, say state k in (14), coincides with the initial
state 0, the formula turns out two formulas for the probability generating
functions of the conditional first passage times without intermediate recur-
rence of state 0:

(19) .01
Λ2,..

Λ01 (A—
Λ2, ~,k-2,0\Z)

The formula analogous to (18) for the 'first recurrence time' probability
generating function is somewhat different, but may be derived similarly as

(20)

Λl\z)-1

A02 ( \ ΛOk (J\

A%\z)-1 ... Λllliz)

Ak2 (r\ Λkk(Ά 1

1 0
0 Λi\z)-1
0 A21 (z)

Π Akl (~\
\J Λ &.\\ΛZ)

0 .. 0
... Λl*ul(z)

Those formulas derived so far will be useful in obtaining various kinds
of the probability generating functions under several conditions.

4. Example

Consider a discrete time Markov chain X(t) (ί = 0, 1, 2,...) with finite
possible states 0, 1, , L Let

PiJ = Pr {X(t + 1) = Ί Z(0 - }̂ (£, y = 0, 1, . , k)
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be the stationary transition probabities. In this case, the probability gen-
erating function of the first passage time from state ί to state j without
any intermediate passage to any other states, is

V 00 = pijZ + PϋPij iiYpuz**1 +

for any pair of i and j (ί, ; = 0, 1,.. , k). Thus, we have from (18)

P02Z P03Z

P21Z P22Z—I P23Z

P3\Z P32Z P33Z—I

Pk\Z Pk2Z Pk3Z

pooz—1 p02z p03z

p20Z P22Z—1 P23Z

P30Z P32Z P33Z —

- 1
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